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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by: OQL Committee 
For use in: Cup and Plate Quarter Final matches played 06/12/2023 

Correct as of: 06/12/2023 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 

Please remember to select cup competition in the scorer. 
 

Teams are reminded that all players must have played a minimum of three league matches to be eligible for the cup. 
Any team fielding an ineligible player will forfeit their match, so please check that all players are eligible. 

  



Round 1 

1a 
The song ‘Love Changes Everything’ comes from which 1989 musical by Andrew Lloyd Webber, Don Black and 
Charles Hart? 

ASPECTS OF LOVE 

1b 
Which British athlete set three world records in the javelin in the 1990s? Despite this, he never won an Olympic gold 
medal, being defeated at the 1992, 1996 and 2000 Games by Jan Železný. 

Steve BACKLEY 

2a 
Emmeline Pankhurst, Annie Kenney and Edith Garrud were leading figures in which social movement that campaigned 
for equal voting rights for women? 

Women’s SUFFRAGE 
movement (or  
SUFFRAGETTEs; accept 
SUFFRAGISTs) 

2b The Jabberwocky is a nonsense poem by which 19th-century English author and poet? 
Lewis CARROLL (or Charles 
Lutwidge DODGSON) 

3a 

One of the most followed beauty influencers on YouTube and Instagram, which Dutch make-up artist launched her 
own cosmetics brand Nimya in 2021? You may answer with her first name, which precedes “Tutorials” in the name of her 
YouTube channel, or her surname.  

NIKKIE de JAGER (accept either 
name’; accept  Nikkie de Jager-
DROSSAERS) 

3b 
What is the name of the highest rank in standard biological taxonomy? All cellular life is divided into three groups of this 
rank. 

DOMAIN (accept 
SUPERKINGDOM, 
DOMINION, REALM,) 

4a 
Which 1992 comedy film stars Whoopi Goldberg as a lounge singer forced to join a convent after being placed in a 
witness protection programme? 

SISTER ACT 

4b 

Dubbed ‘the Mother of Family Therapy’ and known for her ‘Process of Change’ model, which American 
psychotherapist  wrote the books Conjoint Family Therapy and Peoplemaking, and is also known for  her poem ‘I am 
Me’? 

Virginia SATIR 



Round 2 

  1a What word referring to a body of water appears in the name of the National Park in Cumbria known as the (BLANK) District? LAKE 

1b Edie [EE-dee] Falco played Carmela, the wife of the protagonist of which critically acclaimed American drama series? The SOPRANOS 

2a 
What French city is the finishing point of a cycling road race held in April each year that is considered one of the five 
‘Monuments’? Beginning in Paris, it is often nicknamed the ‘Hell of the North’ for its difficult terrain and cobbled roads. 

ROUBAIX 

2b 
The title of East 17’s debut UK top ten hit shares its name with which British band fronted by Guy Chadwick, whose biggest 
hit was ‘Shine On’ in 1990? 

HOUSE OF LOVE 

3a 
Which artist’s 1949 self-portrait, Diego and I, sold at auction for $34.9 million in 2021 making it the second most expensive 
work sold at auction by a female artist? 

Frida KAHLO 

3b 
Currently serving a 40-year sentence in HMP Parkhurst in the Isle of Wight for war crimes and crimes against humanity, the 
Serb politician Radovan Karadžić [RAD-o-vahn CAR-ad-jitch] was arrested for his actions in a war that took place in which 
former Yugoslavian country, including the Srebrenica [srehb-ren-EAT-sa] massacre? 

BOSNIA and Herzegovina 

4a 
The reverse side of the new one penny coin to be released by the Royal Mint before the end of 2023 features which rodent 
known for its long hibernation and bearing the binomial Muscardinus avellanarius? Although the IUCN categorises its 
conservation status as ‘Least Concern’ worldwide, this hedgerow-dweller’s population in Britain has halved since 2000. 

Hazel DORMOUSE or 
common DORMOUSE 

4b A philatelist is someone with an interest in collecting which items? Postage STAMPs 

  



Round 3 

1a 
Considered as a form of bevel, what architectural term is given to a cutaway between two faces of an object, often at a 45 
degree angle? The feature can be seen on the base of the Taj Mahal and on the facade of Saks Fifth Avenue in New York. 

CHAMFER 

1b 
Political commentator Ash Sarkar is a contributing editor to which left-wing media organisation? Known for 
advocating “fully-automated luxury communism”, this website is named after the Italian town that was the setting of the 
film The Working Class Goes to Heaven. 

NOVARA Media 

2a Which element with atomic number 71 is named after the Latin word for Paris? LUTETIUM 

2b 
Since 2022 the actor Zendaya [zen-DAY-a] has been dating which other actor? She met this man on the set of one of her 
most notable film roles. 

Tom HOLLAND 

3a 
Beerenberg is a volcano on which island in the Arctic Ocean? Norway administers this island that lies between Iceland 
and Svalbard to the east of Greenland.  

JAN MAYEN 

3b Who was the original host of the British TV quiz show The Weakest Link? Anne ROBINSON 

4a 
How many players make up each side in a game of rugby league? The number is two fewer than a team is made of in 
rugby union. 

THIRTEEN 

4b 
Which X-Factor winner had the 2006 UK Christmas number one with her debut single ‘A Moment Like This’? Her 
other hits include ‘One More Sleep’ and ‘Bleeding Love’. 

Leona LEWIS 

  



Round 4 

1a Which popular Spanish tapas dish consists of potatoes cut into cubes and then fried in oil and served with a spicy sauce? 
PATATAS BRAVAS (or 
PAPAS BRAVAS) 

1b 
Which Greek letter is used to represent the mathematical constant known as Archimedes’ constant, an irrational number 
approximately equal to 3.14159? 

PI 

2a 
Later to appear in the classic film Casablanca, which actor starred as the murderous Cesare in the 1920 silent horror film The 
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari? 

Conrad VEIDT 

2b 
Replacing the capital transfer tax in 1986, which UK tax is paid at a rate of 40% of the value of assets over the threshold of 
£325,000 when their owner dies? 

INHERITANCE Tax 

3a 
Which 1969 album by the Beatles is named after the studio where the band recorded most of their songs throughout their 
career? 

ABBEY ROAD 

3b 
The current world record transfer for a women’s football player was set in 2022, when which English midfielder transferred 
from Manchester City to Barcelona for £400,000? 

Keira WALSH 

4a 
Which city in West Bengal gives its name to a battle of 1757 in which Robert Clive led the East India Company to victory 
against the Nawab of Bengal, marking the beginning of Company rule in India? 

PLASSEY (or PALASHI) 

4b Unnatural Death is the 23rd novel featuring medical examiner Kay Scarpetta by which American crime writer?  Patricia CORNWELL 

  



HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
Round 5 

1a 
Known for her close up paintings of flowers, which American modernist artist painted Jimson Weed in 1936? It later 
became the most expensive work sold at auction by a female artist when sold for $44 million in 2014? 

Georgia O’KEEFFE 

1b 
Currently serving a 50-year sentence in HMP Frankland in County Durham, Charles Taylor was the former dictator of 
which West African country? Although he was involved in this country’s two civil wars, he was convicted for crimes 
committed in neighbouring Sierra Leone. 

LIBERIA 

2a 
The new 10p coin to be released by the Royal Mint before the end of 2023 will feature which bird with the binomial 
Tetrao urogallus? Although the IUCN categorises its conservation status as ‘Least Concern’ worldwide, this heavy member 
of the grouse family’s population in Britain has declined greatly since the 1960s. 

Western CAPERCAILLIE 
(accept Eurasian 
CAPERCAILLIE, WOOD 
GROUSE, HEATHER COCK, 
or COCK-OF-THE-WOODS) 

2b A deltiologist is someone with an interest in collecting which items, normally sent by people who are on holiday? POSTCARDs 

3a 
What word referring to a mountainous feature appears in the name of the National Park primarily in Derbyshire known as 
the (BLANK) District? The same word follows ‘White’ and ‘Dark’ as constituent areas of this National Park. 

PEAK 

3b Anna Gunn played Skyler, the wife of the protagonist of which critically acclaimed American drama series? BREAKING BAD 

4a 
Held annually in April, which Belgian city is both the start and endpoint of the road race that sees riders race to Bastogne 
and back? The oldest of the five Monuments, it is sometimes known as ‘La Doyenne’, or the Old Lady? 

LIÈGE 

4b 
Which 1995 top ten hit for East 17 shares its one-word title with the name of a British band fronted by Danny Bowes, 
whose hits in the early 1990s included ‘Love Walked In’ and ‘A Better Man’? 

‘THUNDER’ 

 
 



Round 6 

1a 
Which Dubai-based beauty influencer achieved success when her line of false eyelashes were worn by Kim Kardashian in 2013, 
and has previously been the highest-paid influencer on Instagram? You may answer with her first name, which precedes “Beauty” in 
the name of her cosmetics company, or her surname.  

HUDA KATTAN 
(accept either name) 

1b Members of which biological domain have cells with membrane-bound nuclei? This domain includes animals, plants and fungi.  
EUKARYOTEs  (or 
EUKARYA; do not 
accept “prokaryotes”) 

2a 
Which 1990 comedy film stars Eric Idle and Robbie Coltrane as gangsters who dress in religious habits in order to escape their 
murderous boss? 

NUNS ON THE RUN 

2b 
Virginia Satir’s work was a major influence in the creation of which pseudoscientific approach to communication, personal 
development and psychotherapy created by Richard Bandler and John Grinder?  

NEURO-LINGUISTIC 
PROGRAMMING (or 
NLP) 

3a The song ‘No Matter What’  comes from which 1989 musical by Andrew Lloyd Webber, Patricia Knop and Gale Edwards? 
WHISTLE DOWN 
THE WIND 

3b 
Which British athlete set a world record in the javelin in 1986? Despite this, she never won an Olympic gold medal, losing to Petra 
Falke in 1988 and Tessa Sanderson in 1984. 

Fatima WHITBREAD 

4a 
William Wilberforce, Hannah More and Olaudah [uh-LOUD-uh] Equiano were leading figures in which social movement that 
sought to bring about the end of slavery? 

ABOLITIONism 

4b The Owl and the Pussycat is a nonsense song by which 19th-century writer and artist?  Edward LEAR 

  



Round 7 

1a 
Which 1986 album by Paul Simon, which is heavily influenced by South Africa and features musicians from the country, is named 
after the Memphis home of Elvis Presley? 

GRACELAND 

1b 
Keira Walsh’s transfer broke the women’s world record of £250,000 set in 2020, when Chelsea bought which Danish midfielder 
from VfL Wolfsburg? 

Pernille HARDER 

2a 
Which city north of Delhi was the site of three major battles that took place in 1526, 1556 and 1721? The first of these led to the 
establishment of the Mughal Empire and the fall of the Delhi Sultanate. 

PANIPAT 

2b “Y” Is for Yesterday is the 25th and final novel featuring  private detective Kinsey Millhone by which American crime writer? Sue GRAFTON 

3a A common item on Spanish tapas menus and typically served with a tomato sauce, albóndigas are what sort of foodstuff? MEATBALLs 

3b 
The mathematical constant pi is the ratio of the circumference of a circle to which other feature of a circle? This property is twice 
the length of the radius. 

DIAMETER 

4a What is the name of the German actor who played Count Orlok in the 1922 silent horror film Nosferatu? Max SCHRECK 

4b 
What word precedes ‘Duty’ in the name of a tax levied on single property purchases in England and Northern Ireland? It has been 
replaced with the Land and Buildings Transaction Tax in Scotland and the Land Transaction Tax in Wales.  

STAMP 

  



Round 8 

1a 
Annexed in 1928, which overseas dependency of Norway in the south Atlantic ocean, an uninhabited nature reserve, lies 1700 
kilometres north of the Princess Astrid Coast of Queen Maud Land? It is named after a French explorer. 

BOUVET Island 

1b Who was the original host of the British TV quiz show Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?? Chris TARRANT 

2a How many points are scored for a try in a game of rugby league? This number is one fewer than a try is worth in rugby union. FOUR 

2b 
Which X-Factor winner had the 2008 UK Christmas number one with her debut single, a cover of Leonard Cohen’s ‘Hallelujah’? 
She went on to be a runner-up on Strictly Come Dancing and her other chart toppers include ‘Bad Boys’ and ‘Start Without You’. 

Alexandra BURKE 

3a 
What term in architecture is given to objects or elements that consist of a double curve, sometimes described as serpentine or 
sigmoid in shape? They are commonly seen in arches where two of these structures meet at an apex.  

OGEE [oh-jee] 

3b Novara Media was founded by James Butler and which other writer, the author of Fully Automated Luxury Communism? 
Aaron BASTANI (or 
Aaron PETERS) 

4a Which element with atomic number 72 is named after the Latin word for Copenhagen? HAFNIUM 

4b 
In 2022 New Zealand born filmmaker Taika Waititi married which successful British pop star and occasional TV personality? 
This person had previously dated Calvin Harris. 

Rita ORA (or Rita 
SAHATÇIU) 

  



If the scores are level after Round 8, please play Round 9 – if scores are still level after that, the tie should be broken using the 
‘Nearest the Bull’ question that follows. If the ‘Nearest the Bull’ is required, please inform Jon Stitcher or Aidan Linge of the 
result. 

1a 
At the 2024 Summer Olympics over what distance will the shortest swimming event be held? This event was introduced at the 1988 
Olympics and has been the shortest swimming event since. 

50 metres 

1b 
Which artist from Siena is credited with developing the styles prevalent in the Trecento, or 14th century, and is known for his panel 
painting the Rucellai Madonna? 

DUCCIO (or Duccio di 
BUONINSEGNA  

2a What city is the capital and largest city of Western Australia? PERTH 

2b 
Which breed of draught horse takes its name from an old name for the Scottish county of Lanarkshire, where it was first bred in 
the 18th century? 

CLYDESDALE 

3a 
Which artist of the Trecento is known for his more naturalistic style evident in his panel painting Santa Trinita Maestà? He also 
produced a Mosaic of St. John the Baptist for Pisa cathedral and, according to Vasari, was the teacher of Giotto.  

CIMABUE (or CENNI 
di PEPO,or CENNI di 
PEPI; accept either part) 

3b 
Having been introduced as far back as 1904, what is still the longest distance raced in the swimming pool at the Summer 
Olympics? This distance was added to the women’s programme in 2020 with 800 metres being added to the men’s. 

1,500 metres 

4a Which English county precedes ‘Punch’ in the name of a draught horse that was first bred there in the 16th century? SUFFOLK 

4b What city is the seat of the Canterbury region of New Zealand and the largest city on the South Island? CHRISTCHURCH 

 
 
 
  



Nearest the Bull 
If this question is required, each team must nominate one player only to answer this question. The QM should read the 
question aloud and ask the two nominated players to send them a private message with their answer. Whichever team’s 
answer is closer to the correct answer wins the match. 
 
Q: How many words are there in Shakespeare’s MacBeth? 
A: 17,121 
 
 
Spares 

1 
In 1939, Basil Brown excavated which Anglo-Saxon ship burial near Woodbridge in Suffolk that included a famous 
decorated masked helmet? 

SUTTON HOO 

2 
Which 17th-century Italian scientist gives his name to a theorem in fluid dynamics that relates the speed of fluid flowing 
from an orifice to the height of fluid above the opening? 

Evangelista TORRICELLI 

3 
First appearing in a Doctor Who comic strip in 1980, what is the name of the furry alien voiced by Miriam Margolyes in the 
2023 Doctor Who special ‘The Star Beast’? Your answer may be its given name or the name of its species.  

BEEP the MEEP (accept 
either part) 

4 
Described as an “atrocious potboiler”, Wellington’s Victory is a fifteen-minute orchestral work by which composer? One 
audience member at its premiere remarked it was “seemingly designed to make the listener as deaf as its composer”. 

Ludwig van BEETHOVEN 

 
 


